WILLIAMS HANDBELL CHOIR

Program

Gustav Holst (1874 - 1934)  
arr. Kevin McChesney
Andante maestoso from Jupiter

Antonín Dvorák (1841 - 1904)  
arr. Eric Rosenthal, ’19
Humoresque

Traditional Shaker Tune  
arr. Douglas E. Wagner
Simple Gifts

Howard Shore (b. 1946)  
arr. Kathleen Wissinger
Themes from The Lord of the Rings

Enya (b. 1961)  
“May It Be,” from The Lord of the Rings

Performers

Keileh Atulomah ’20
Ian Banta ’19
Iona Binnie ’19
Sierra Jubin ’17
Taylor Knoble ’18*
Eric Rosenthal ’19*
Alex Semendinger ’18
Emily Stump ’18
Katherine Tardiff ’17

*Directors

Saturday, April 8, 2017
4:00 p.m.

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall
Williamstown, Massachusetts

Please turn off cell phones.
No photography or recording is permitted.